DAZY NERDS
Bandinfo
___ BAND
Kenny Faske, guitar
Jim Reef, vocals
Joe Schmidt, bass
Dave Thoma, drums

___BIOGRAPHY
In 2009, the Dazy Nerds, a quartet of four guys from Bad Windsheim who describe their music as a mixture of 70s and alternative rock, were
celebrated at the NN-Rockbühne (Nuremberg's rock stage). The band which was founded one year before the just mentioned event gets the rock
sound of that decade which was formed by musical milestones like Led Zeppelin in an easy and non-nostalgic way into the new millennium and
enriches it with the musical soul of bands such as Incubus, Muse, Radiohead and Rage Against The Machine.
The Dazy Nerds - consisting of lead singer Jim, guitarist Kenny, bassist Joe and drummer Dave - are passionate musicians and united by one thought:
the perfectionist love for good music.
This is shown in their excessive and elaborated live shows which gave them the possibility to play gigs with 4lyn, The Intersphere and Levinhurst, the
project of The Cure co-founder Lol Tolhurst.
Having successfully participated in a couple of band contests (e.g. 2nd place in the finals of the NN-Rockbühne in 2009, 1st place at the Local Vision
Band Contest during the Bavarian finals and 2nd place at the Local Vision Band Contest during the German finals), they are making their way through
whole Germany playing in well-known locations such as the Fritz Club in Berlin or Hirsch in Nuremberg. In 2010, they published their first album called
"Neon Faces" proving that they are "one of the best local bands" according to the CD REVIEW. Beside nationwide gigs, the Dazy Nerds also got the
chance to be on a TV-show called ON3 by the Bavarian Radio Broadcasting. In summer 2009, they went on a tour through France where they
performed their songs plugged and unplugged. Playing on a stage, they usually use neon colours on their faces and on their upper parts of the body.
In 2012, they published an EP which was recorded in the Seperate Soundstudio by J.B.O.-producer Christoph Beyerlein and in autumn, their first
unplugged album called "Desire" will appear.
These four guys have a lot in mind - and especially the necessary power and creativity to successfully change their thoughts into good songs!

| Facts |
2008 | Foundation, 1st place Ansbacher
Neue Tonkünstler „An-Ton“
2009 | 1st place „Local Vision Bandcontest“
Bavarian finals
2010 | First Album „Neon Faces“ – Release
Party with more than 500 auditions, France
tour , 2nd place at Local Vision Bandcontest
German finals
2011 | „Neon Faces“ – Tour, concerts all
over Germany

| Press |

| Contact |

„[…]...a punch of enormous power and
completely new, never heard tones“

Dominik Lorenz
Rothenburger Straße 18a
- Local Vision - D-91438 Bad Windsheim

„[…]delivered a fantastic rock show [...]
this band knows how to control its
instruments“

Mobile: +49 (0)176 832 93 444

- Emergenza-

E-Mail: kontakt@dazynerds.de

„This is what we call a rock show!“
- Nürnberger Nachrichten -

2012 | EP in Seperate Soundstudio

GET MORE INFOS AND SONGS:
dazynerds.com
facebook.com/dazynerds
soundcloud.com/dazynerds

